
Vocabulary Kindergarten 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th Algebra I Algebra II Geometry Stats

Basic Algebra II w/ 

Math Aps

k-3 vocabulary NOT 

identified from MCA vocab add am/pm area angle area base adjacent angles absolute value additive property absolute value asymptote

alternate exterior 

angles

Box-n-whiskers 

plot Asymptote

data compare area ballpark estimate bar graph congruent base base circle graph arithmetic sequence coefficient

Boundary 

output

alternate interior 

angles causation Complex

closest compare compare bar graph chart deciaml cone base circumference Associative property domain

complex 

numbers angle

interquartile 

range compound interest

decrease Digit comparison decimal point

degrees 

fahrenheit Denominator cylinder combination compound interest coefficient equation decay angle bisector

normal 

distributions Decay

digits equal degree denominator degress celsius dividend double bar graph complementary coordinate commutative property exponent degree Angle exterior percentile Degree

equation hexagon degrees difference estimate divisor edge coordinate plane cylinders constant formula Domains angle interior simulation Domains

fewer less denominator divided by estimate equivalent expression customary diameter dependent function

exponential 

function changes

standard 

deviation Exponential Function

fewest more digit division input factors face events evaluate distributive property

independent and 

dependent variable

extaneous 

solution circumscribed

standard normal 

curve Extraneous solution

figure order equal to equal groups length image formula experimental histogram exponential growth integers feasible region composites

theoretical vs 

experimental 

probility feasible region

increase rectangle equal to equal to

mathematical 

tools mixed number graph exponent inverse geometric sequences irrational number growth contrapositve Growth

input Square equivalent equivalent

number 

model/sentence numerator height frequency inversely independent like terms

line of 

symmetry converse Inequality

key subtract fractions factor parallel quotient line graph function lateral area intercept point-slope form maxima Convex Line of Symmetry

label sum greater than fraction product reflection maximum

Greatest common 

factor opposite intersecting range minima

corresponding 

angles Maxima

least trapezoid hexagon greater than right angle rotation mean hypotenuse origin inverse operations rate Monomial decompose Minima

locate Triangle length less than rule solve median integer outlier irrational numbers rate of change nonreal Monomial

nearer Less median side Strategy minimum intersecting lines proportions line of best fit rational number nth root equilateral Non-real

nearest less than mulitplication tally symmetry orered pair irrational numbers radius linear real number parabola image nth root

number sentence line plot numerator unit fraction transformation place value

least common 

multiple relative frequency linear equations slop polynomial inscribed angles Numbers

octagon measure parallel units translation prism legs repeating multiplicative property slope intercept form

Quadratic 

function inscribed arcs Parabola

order More perimeter vertices variable pyramid metric system scale negative correlation solution Ranges inverses Polynomial

output more than place value vertex range Order of Operations similar nth term square root recursive isometrics Quadratic Function

parallelogram numerator point side remainder outcomes simple interest order of operations standard form

Relation vs. 

function isosceles

Ranges (boundary 

Output)

pentagon place value product NOT in Curriculum surface area percent simplify point-slope formula Variable vertex Major arcs Relation vs. function

perpendicular range quotient improper fraction volume prime factorization slope positive correlation x&y-intercepts zeros midpoint Vertex

plot rectangle remainder vertical probability stem & leaf plot progression zero of a function minor arcs Zeros

point rhombus remainder horizontal NOT in Curriculum ratio substitute Pythagorean theorem negation

represent rulers sum counterclockwise three-dimensional rational number surface area radical expressions Non-convex

result solve symmetry venn diagram inequality reciprocal terminating ratio

perpendicular 

bisector of a 

segment

right square thermometer survey net supplementary real numbers polygons (concave)

round subtraction / subtract unit compare rectangular theoretical NOT in Curriculum scatter plot preimage

rule sum unit represent triangular translation scientific notation scalene

sides symmetry vertex operation double bar graph tree diagram slope-intercept form

tool tallies vertices unit rate square roots sphere

value tape measure volume vertical angles standard form transversals

width temperature x-coordinate systems of equations

trignometric ratios 

(sine, cosine, tangent

yard stick thermometer y-coordinate undefined slope vertical lines

trapezoid NOT in Curriculum

triangle certain NOT in Curriculum

unit impossible significant digits

weight likely consecutive

predict

random

relative frequency

sample space

unlikely

customary

diagonal

exterior

interior

straight

horizontal axis

is greater than

is less than

power

prime factor

vertical axis


